AbstractA source location algorithm based on the angle-ofarrival (AOA) measurements of a signal received at spatially separated sensors is proposed. The algorithm is based on the constrained total least-squares (CTLS) technique and gives an explicit solution. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed CTLS algorithm yields high location accuracy and is close to the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB).
INTRODUCTION
Source location estimation has attracted a significant attention in recent years. One of the most promising location techniques is to perform an estimate with the angle-of-arrival (AOA) measurements between the source and measuring sensors, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The AOA based location problem could be solved by using Taylor series expansion around an initial point [1] . This method requires sufficiently precise initial estimate for global convergence, and the convergence of the iterative process is not always ensured. A simple AOA based leastsquares (LS) location algorithm was proposed to give a noniterative closed-form solution [2] , and Cheung et al. [3] improved [2] with the use of weighted least-squares (WLS) technique. The WLS solution is optimal, but it requires a priori knowledge of AOA measurement noises which is usually not available in practical applications. Hence, the WLS algorithm is not suitable for practical location applications. The undesired behaviors of above approaches motivate our alternative solution to the AOA based location problem.
In this paper, we propose an alternative AOA based location algorithm, which is based on the constrained total least-squares (CTLS) technique to exploit the algebraic correlation relationships among the noise components of the equation coefficients to try to restore the consistency of the system in a least-squares sense [4] , [5] , [6] . It is shown that very good estimation quality may be achieved under small noise conditions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the AOA-based source location model is described. In Section III, the AOA-based constrained total least-squares location algorithm is developed. Simulation results are included in Section IV to evaluate the performance of the CTLS algorithm. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V. 
II. AOA-BASED SOURCE LOCATION MODLE
As an important special case, we consider a source and several sensors in the same plane so that only two location coordinates are to be estimated. Assume that there are M sensors distributed randomly. The coordinates of the source and the ith sensor are denoted by [x s , y s ] and [x i , y i ] (i=1, …, M), respectively. Without measurement errors, the AOA of the signal received at Sensor i, denoted by θ i , is
From (1), it follows that s s sin tan cos
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III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
In practice, the AOA measurements obtained are subject to noise
where n i is the corresponding angle error and is assumed to be zero-mean white process. We can estimate the source location by simply solving (4) via standard LS. However, LS fitting assumes that system matrix A is free of error which is out of accord with the truth in this problem. Using LS technique will result in biased solution and location accuracy will decrease due to the accumulation of the system matrix errors. Furthermore, both the error terms in system matrix A and vector b are resulted from AOA measurement noises. Hence, they are correlated, and this algebraic relationship should be taken into account to further improve the location accuracy and the CTLS approach is very suitable for this scenario. We assume that system matrix A and vector b can be expressed as
where ΔA and Δb are error perturbations of A and b, respectively. Expanding the trigonometric function and considering sufficient small angle errors such that sin(n i ) ≈ n i and cos(n i ) ≈ 1, we have 
If AOA measurements are free of noise, we have
Substituting (5) and (6) where the subscript F denotes the Frobenius norm. Therefore, the CTLS solution can be obtained by minimizing the cost function
Taking the gradient with respect to x and then equating the result to zero yields  
Since matrix G x in (11) is unknown, proper approximation is necessary to find the answer.
In summary, the CTLS procedure for AOA based location is summarized as follows.
(i). Construct matrix G x using the standard LS solution; (ii). Use (11) to determine the estimate of x; (iii). Construct matrix G x using the computed x in step (ii) and repeat step (ii) until unknown vector x convergence.
Although (11) can be iterated to provide an even better answer, simulation results show that applying (11) once is sufficient to supply an accuracy result and the nonconvergence seldom arises at low noise levels.
IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
Monte-Carlo simulations had been performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed AOA based CTLS location algorithm by compared with LS and WLS algorithms as well as Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB). For simplicity, we assumed that a ten-sensor geometry was employed with the sensors locating at , and its unit was m 2 . In Fig.   2 , the minimum sensor number was 3, and the sensors were added successively. It is observed that the MSRE generally decreases as the sensor number increases in Fig. 2 and MSRE grows as the angle error variance increases in Fig. 3 . Both Figs. 2 and 3 show that the proposed CTLS algorithm possesses the same performance as WLS and they both outperform LS. However, it is noticed that WLS requires a priori knowledge of the angle errors, which is usually not available or hard to be obtained in practical applications. Hence, CTLS algorithm is more suitable for practical location applications.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The AOA based CTLS location algorithm, which does not require a priori knowledge of the angle errors, has been proposed. Simulation results demonstrate that the performance of CTLS algorithm is close to the CRLB and CTLS algorithm is preferred compared with WLS algorithm in practical scenarios.
